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REDUCTIONS OF IDEALS IN PRUFER DOMAINS

JAMES H. HAYS

ABSTRACT.  All rings under consideration are Prufer domains or valu-

ation domains.   We characterize the set of basic ideals and the set of  C-

ideals in an arbitrary valuation ring.   Basic ideals were introduced in 1954

by Northcott and Rees.   The concept of a C-ideal is, in a sense, directly

opposite to that of a basic ideal.   We then prove that a necessary and

sufficient condition for every ideal in a domain D  to be basic is that D

be a one-dimensional Prufer domain.

Introduction.   An ideal B  is a reduction of the ideal A  if B C A  and

BA" = An+    for some positive integer n.   An ideal is basic if it has no

proper reductions and is a C-ideal if it is not a reduction of any larger ideal.

The first two of the above definitions appeared originally in a paper by

Northcott and Rees [3].   The setting of that paper was a local ring with an

infinite residue field.   They established a nice description of basic ideals

in those rings:   an ideal is basic if and only if it can be generated by

analytically independent elements.   It was also shown that an ideal B   which

does not consist entirely of zero divisors is a reduction of the ideal A   if

and only if the elements of A   are analytically dependent on B.   This con-

dition was also shown to hf equivalent to the existence of an ideal  C with

BC = AC.   These last two results would thus describe C-ideals in that set-

ting.

In [2], we investigated reductions of ideals in arbitrary commutative

rings.   In Noetherian rings, basic ideals were characterized to the extent

that they are characterized in local rings.   It was also shown that elements

of the principal class, a generalization of analytic independence, generate

basic ideals but not conversely.   The basic properties of C-ideals were

also examined.

We also showed that a domain is Prufer if and only if each finitely

generated ideal is basic [2, Theorem 6.5, p. 62].   It was also shown that in

a one-dimensional Prufer domain, every ideal is basic; that is, the basic

ideal property holds [2, Theorem 6.1, p. 61].   We also observed that the basic

ideal property need not hold for all Prufer domains.

These facts suggest that in a Prufer domain of dimension greater than

one, there are ideals which are not basic.   We establish this in Theorem 10.
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In particular, we prove that a domain D  has the basic ideal property if and

only if D is a one-dimensional Prufer domain.   Theorem 3 characterizes

basic ideals in valuation rings.   We also prove that in a valuation ring, an

ideal is a C-ideal if and only if it is primary [Theorem 7].

In the proof of [2, Theorem 6.1, p. 6l], we establish the following

result which we list here for convenience.

Lemma A.   Let (V', M) be a valuation ring.  An ideal A with rad A = M

is basic.

Proper inclusion is denoted by "C".   All ideals under consideration are

proper ideals and if P  is a prime ideal in the domain D, then ep   and cp

denote extension and contraction with respect to the quotient ring D„.

2.   Results.  We first observe that in a Prufer domain the definition of

a reduction can be restricted.

Proposition 1.   // B  is a reduction of the ideal A  in Prufer domain D,

then BA = A2.

Proof.   Let BA" = An+1, then B"A" = A2".   This equation shows that

(BA)e - (A  )e  in each DM, where M is a maximal ideal of D; thus the

result follows from [l, Theorem 3.10, p. 42].

The following lemma follows easily from Proposition 1.

Lemma 2.   An ideal A   in a valuation ring has a principal reduction

(x) if and only if (xi C A  and [A2: (x)] = A.

A characterization of basic ideals in a valuation ring is now available.

The proof is easy and is omitted.

Theorem 3.   A nonzero ideal in a valuation ring is basic if and only if

one of the following holds:

(1) A   is principal.

(2) A =A2.

(3) A C [A2: (x)] for each x e A.

The next result is an important tool in the remainder of the paper.

Lemma 4.   Let x be a nonzero element of the valuation ring V and let

rad(x^ = P.    Then (x) is a reduction of (x)  p      .

Proof.   Let 0 = (x)?P<'P  and note that g2 C (x) C g.   Let a e [g2: (x)],

then there exists an s not in P  such that sax € (x ).   This implies that

a 6 g  and thus (x)  is a reduction of g   by Lemma 2.

We have previously characterized the basic ideals in a valuation domain.

By making use of Lemma 4, we are able to do the same for C-ideals.
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Theorem 5.   An ideal A   in a valuation ring is a C-ideal if and only if

A  is a primary ideal.

Proof.   Let A   be a C-ideal with rad A = P  and let A€pCP = Q.   If A =

Q, then A  is primary; so assume A C (x) C Q.   We observe that ix) p  p = Q.

It then follows from Lemma 4 and Proposition 1 that ix)Q = Q  .By the

definition of Q, there exists an element s d P  such that is)Q   = is)ix)Q C

AQ.    However, is)Q2 = Q2  by [l, Theorem 14.3, p. 173] and thus A  is a

reduction of Q.   Hence A  is primary.

The converse follows easily from Lemma A applied in D „.

In fact the converse of the preceding depended only on Dp  being a val-

uation ring and thus the following result was verified.

Corollary 6.   A primary ideal in a Prufer domain is a C-ideal,

Proposition 7.   Let A   be a nonidempotent ideal in a valuation ring

with rad A = P, a nonmaximal prime ideal.   The following are equivalent:

(1) A  is a basic primary ideal.

(2) A  p  is not principal.

(3) A  is the union of P-primary ideals !"a!, ua£ A.

Proof. (1) =» (2) Lemma 4 insures that a basic primary ideal does not

have a principal extension. The implications (2) «* (3) and (3) =* (1) are

straightforward.

Theorem 8.   Let A   be an ideal in a Prufer domain with a finite number

of minimal prime ideals; then A  is a C-ideal if and only if A  is the inter-

section of primary ideals.

Proof.   Let P .,-•-, P    be the minimal prime ideals of the C-ideal

A  and let Q. be the isolated P. components of A.   We will show that A  is

a reduction of Q = 0"_i<2-  and thus that A - Q.    It suffices to  show that

A  MQ  M _ (g2) M   tor each maximal ideal M.   Since a maximal ideal M   con-

tains only one P., this follows immediately from the proof of Theorem 5.

Conversely, if A  is an intersection of primary ideals then the fact that

A  is a C-ideal follows from [2, Theorem 3.2, p. 59] and Corollary 6.

We note the preceding theorem extends Theorem 5 to ideals in Prufer

domains with prime radical.

Proposition 9.   Let x be a nonzero element of a Prufer domain D and

let P  be a minimal prime of B.   Let ix) p   p = B.

(1) [(x) + B2]B = B2.

(2) // B  is basic, then P  is a maximal ideal.

Proof.   To prove (1), it is sufficient to show that [(x) + B2] MB M =

(B ) M  for each maximal ideal M  that contains B.   We note that b"m =
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{r e DM \rs e (xfM   for some s ft peM }  and that  [(x) + B2fM = (*)*«.   The

result then follows from Lemma 4.

To prove (2) let B  be basic; then (x) + B    = B.   Let y  be any element

not in P.   It is easy to see that P  is a minimal prime of (yx) and that

(yx) p  P = B.   By (1), we observe that x e (yx) + B2.   This implies that

x - yxr = x(l - yr) € B     tor some r € R.   Hence x(l - yr)s € (x)     ior some

s 4 P  and therefore  1 - yr e P.   Thus  P  is maximal.

We observe that Proposition 9 applies to all nonidempotent prime ideals

of a Prufer domain.   It also provides the following characterization of the

basic ideal property.

Theorem 10.   An integral domain has the basic ideal property if and

only if it is a one-dimensional Prufer domain.

Proof.   That a one-dimensional Prufer domain has the basic ideal prop-

erty was established in [2, Theorem 6.1, p. 6l],

Now let D  be an integral domain in which every ideal is basic.   We

know that D  must be Prufer [2, Theorem 6.5, p. 62], so we only need show

that D has dimension one.   Suppose not, then there exist prime ideals P

and M   such that (0) C P C Al.   Let x be a nonzero element of P  and let g

be the minimal prime of (x)  contained in P.   Then the g-primary component

of (x) is not basic by Proposition 9, a contradiction.
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